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About This Game

The Detail, a crime noir adventure in a modern American city.

Controlling the actions of a bitter veteran detective investigating a brutal gangland murder and a reformed criminal trying to
protect his family, the player is forced to make tough choices and deal with the resulting consequences of those moral

dilemmas. The gameplay focuses on branching narrative mixed with interactive comics, and is completed by a professional
audio track.

The Detail combines the emotional impact of Telltale Games' The Walking Dead with the themes of a realistic crime drama like
HBO's The Wire, delivered with our own unique visual style inspired heavily by graphic novels. This is city where cases matter,

clearance rates matter, and on a good day even justice matters.

The season begins with: Episode 1 – Where the Dead Lie

Features

 Character-driven experience with multiple playable characters

 Branching storyline influenced by the player's choices
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 Mature themes for mature players

 Ethical and moral challenges

 Point n' click gameplay, with a modern mix of adventure game & interactive comic

Now including The Detail Episode 1: Artbook and Official Soundtrack.
They are placed in your THE DETAIL folder in the Steam Directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\The Detail\
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Title: The Detail
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rival Games Ltd
Publisher:
Rival Games Ltd
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2014
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This is an entertaining VN with plenty of choices to make along the way. You can be an absolute jerk to everyone, or you can
bang the girls, or a bit of each. With a good guide, I had all achievements in about 3 hours of game time.

Pros:
art
characters
good story

Cons:
no volume control
no save function
no gallery
no skip function

Even with the cons, I still recommend this for those who like visual novels.. Now this is an actual hard game compared to all the
other games I have, I love it the music is lovely. The gameplay is pretty fun and majestic finds. May want to add at least a basic
introduction but still farely easy to figure it out after like a half hour. But I'm thinking that they purposeflly had no instruction
manual so thay can punish the people who only use the guides.. Nice Gothic inspired story about a Byronic father going above
and beyond to save his daughter due to his hazy past. The villagers that are interacted with have decent writing and are arguably
only slightly less dastardly as the protagonist. The story is revealed in vignettes as time passes by in-game. As the game's story
and gameplay develops it becomes repetitive like all management/simulation games but there's still charm to it.

There are multiple combinations of reagents that make interestingly designed homunculi (my favorites are the Scissor and
Mermaid). The music is well done for an indie title and the art style is reminiscent of Don't Starve, which is a plus. As
mentioned before, there are scenes that appear as time passes and when you choose to sacrifice the homunculi. These snipets
showcase the best art in the game besides the drawings of the homunculi themselves.

Despite some minor grammatocal typos I found in the dialogue for a couple homunculi, I enjoyed the different personality
archetypes of the "daughters".

If you're a fan of simulation/management games, or of Gothic inspired art and writing, I'd recommend it. However, due to the
repetitive nature of it, I can only give it a 7 out of 10.. Overall its well developed and well polished. The artstyle is neat. The
Comunity is Awesome.
The game is difficult at first but once you get the hang of it its really fun. The different classes of aircraft reward different
playstyles aswell as offering unique and different gameplay experiences. Definetly would recomend jumping on the discord
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server to play with some people.

THIS GAME IS AWESOME. 4\/10 bouncing off of planets simulator.

+ The spaceship cockpit looks cool in VR for the first 5 minutes.
- There is 1 (ONE) type of enemy ship that you'll be fighting over and over.
- Somehow each new unlocked weapon feels worse than the previous one.
- Scale of the universe is flushed down the toilet. Some planets are ridiculously small, others are just static flat textures on the
skybox.
- Spaceship controls were designed for a HOTAS joystick, not for VR tracked controllers, making you feel like a drunk monkey
in a washing machine instead of a space pilot.. its really boring tho we the people need intertanment. That's amazing. So, for the
first time ever, I'm having to seriously rewrite a review. What I wrote previously was based on fond memories of spending
20-30 hours screwing around within the game, running side missions, exploring, and generally ignoring the main plot.
(Especially since back then, there was no English translation for the major plot cutscenes.)

I've just gotten done replaying it with a focus on the plot this time, and come to a horrible realization: The Precursors is totally
unfinished. I don't mean janky\buggy. I mean it just *stops* midway through the story with nothing resolved. And it does get
buggier as it goes on. The devs who made this most have run out of money midway through, or something along those lines, and
simply shipped what they had. What seems like it should be a sprawling adventure ends up being much smaller than you'd
expect.

And that tips this over the line from being something I can recommend to something I can't. It's a shame because the first half
of the game - the part I played years ago - really is fun once you get past the quirks. But it starts going downhill around the time
you reach the second major planet/hub, and only gets more annoying as it goes on until it reaches that utterly unsatisfactory
conclusion.

It shows up in some bundles, so if you can grab it for a buck or two, you can still get in a good 20ish hours of enjoyable
sandboxing, and that's not bad. But I now see it's sadly just too broken to recommend it as a game to buy on its own merits.

***********ORIGINAL REVIEW************

Nevermind the low hours on record. Like others here, I played this years ago (back when the only way to play in English was
with an unofficial fan patch) and am thrilled to be able to own a copy again after it vanished from storefronts for awhile.

Simply put, this is one of the most insanely over-ambitious games ever made. The feature list isn't lying. From ground-level first-
person RPGing something like Far Cry 2, to running cargo back and forth between planets while fending off pirates, there are
few -if any- scifi games with so much to do and so much scope. If you can get into it, expect to lose yourself for dozens of
hours. It's probably the closest we have to a space-based Skyrim-ish game.

Yes, it's a diamond in the rough. It's not terribly well-balanced, it's flaky, the controls are so-so at best, and the mediocre English
translation doesn't help. However, there is truly nothing else like it out there and if you can look past the flaws, it's a pretty fun
experience.
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[Linux Review]
0.2 Hours is all i played, The game is very boring, Leader board is broken on Linux (as in my score did not go up), game is to
Dark in places and cannot see monsters, gun line up with mouse is hit or miss (Mostly Miss), Weapon swapping with keys 1 to
4?, in the year 2018 i would like to use my Mouse Wheel, 1 Map\/Level (Very small), It did run at 60fps (v-sync on) which is
good.

I was hoping it was more like the run and gun games from the 90's (Abuse\/Metal Slug for example), with big levels and lots of
Levels to play, but this is way off, more like a small survival game with random gun line up.

Sorry but i cannot recommend this game even at the \u00a30,84 sale price, Better off playing Abuse for free.

UPDATE: Some things are fixed now, Mouse wheel to change weapons, Level is a little bigger now but still only one very dark
level, A teleport pad that seem random to where your end up, New monster??, A bigger Red Zombie?? And a Red crab\/spider
thing so not really new monsters, Still random shooting line up, Online leader board seems fixed, Still cannot recommend this
game.. Great game, it is challenging and scary but a bit short for the price it is. I still recomend it because I enjoyed it very
much. great unknown game, has some glitches, but overall little gem, but you will have to be lucky to get multiplayer working, I
recomend hamatchi or smthing like that.. This game had a nice concept that could've been fun with proper balancing; yet sadly
it didn't. No matter how much you prepare your villagers, no matter what strategy you go at this game with, you just get
massacred once the dead start waking at night. Pixel Survivors had everything in place to be good, but executed poorly. A few
updates to the AI systems could fix it but development has gone dormant. On that note, I would not recommend this game
sadly.. So I got this game for free and that's the only positive thing about it yet.
There is no story, tutorial or other kind of introduction, you can't even find out what the controls are or change them because the
option in main menu doesn't work yet. The graphics are just♥♥♥♥♥♥ to be honest. Seriously, I ain't one who complains about
bad graphics often, but this one is just terrible. I mean we are in 2015 and... yeah just look at videos or screenshots of the game.
You will understand. However there is only multiplayer mode yet. There are 4 classes but the different weapons don't have big
differences at all (also they all look just.. just bad and some are too small for the hands of our soldier), and yet i couldn't find
out how to change to the secondary weapon or if there even are secondary weapons in this game. Same goes for grenades and
meele attacks. Also you can't heal or get ammunition unless you die which is pretty stupid too. Oh and did i already mention that
the soldiers in this game seem like normal soldiers but for some reason can jump veeeery high. However except the bad
graphics the maps i played yet are just bad and boring. Last but not least an important thing to mention: Although today was a
patch released, which has half the size of the game, it's still full of bugs. I mean you are in constantly danger of getting stuck just
everywhere on the map and you can't get out of this unless you commit suicide or get killed. and you never know which doors
you can walk THROUGH (yeah, no need to open them) and which you can't, some are to small to go through, which also just
sucks, and instead of climbing a ladder to get on top of a tower, you can just WALK THROUGH the tower... god!

If you got it free, like me, you can take a look at this game. But please don't pay this crap. For real, how could it get released on
steam? I hope the developers feel ASHAMED and at least try to patch some of the problems. But still without all these bugs and
the bad graphics, this game is just an 08/15 FPS. Nothing special about.. Waking up from a heavy slumber, Viola pulls out a
letter from her father warning here to be safe and to come home quickly. Stumbling through the leaves and forage, Viola comes
out to a field with a house standing in the middle of it. Entering the house, the atmosphere shifts as you begin an adventure to
survive the dangers that lurk in the house and understand the messages left behind in the Witch’s Diaries scattered throughout
the whole house. A modern take on the 2012 released game developed by Fummy and published by DANGEN Entertainment,
Witch’s House MV takes Viola into the frightening and terrifying depths of a mysterious home.

Gameplay

              The player controls Viola, a young golden-locked hair girl, through the trials and perils of the Witch’s House. This
horror RPG genre focuses on puzzle solving and heart-pumping reaction base events. Using the arrow keys, Viola navigates
through all the rooms on a floor of the Witch’s Hose where she must solve the puzzles of the floor in order to advance higher
into the building. The game’s main avenue of challenge are these difficult puzzles, many of which require attention to detail and
cerebral thinking about clues given on notes of paper. The clue or piece of one puzzle would often be found in another room, so
solving these would require exploration and trial and error. Trial and error as many of the items Viola can interact with can lead
to her gruesome demise. Cleverly, however, much of the tasks involves using another item that permanently changes another
item, allowing its use in another puzzle.
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 One of the most brilliant aspects, however, is how the game scares you while playing. When moving about a room, a chair will
suddenly cross your path, or a vase will fall over and crack while going about the puzzle-solving, adding a layer of tension on top
of the task Viola is already performing. Chase sequences and time-based events create that sense of urgency and danger as well.
You never know when interacting with an object if it will end your life or be the key to advancing on. There’s even a charming
little black cat that acts as the save point.

Story/World Building

              The Witch’s Diaries serve as the main vehicle with which the story of the game is conveyed. Reading each of the books
on each floor as Viola pushes through the house lets the player gain insight on the reasoning behind why so many torturous and
horrendous things are occurring at the house. It also clues in on the history and motivation of the Witch herself. The items in the
game also fill in some of the holes, with the item descriptions revealing information about where they came from or what they
can be used for in the house. Some gaps in the diary entries did cause a bit of confusion, such as jumps in time between when
the entries were written. But for the most part, the story remains fluid. The player knows virtually nothing about Viola however,
and the connection to the witch is muddy looking back on it. Yet the plot drives the player to see this through to the end because
of the open ends presented throughout the rooms.

Aesthetic (soundtrack/art style)

              Visually, Witch’s House MV is stunning. It remains in the realm of Japanese horror RPG games in terms of building
styles, floor layouts, character design. But added effects and details onto objects gives them so much more life and texture.
Especially the detail on flowers and roses, which constantly show up in the rooms. Light and shadows are played very well,
providing depth to objects in the world. Most of the objects in the world are rendered equal levels, so it isn’t always clear what
can and cannot be interacted with and act as a part of a puzzle. Despite the gory and dark theme of the plot, there are portions of
the house that are filled with colors. Doll stands and fields of flowers bursting with bright reds.

              In terms of sounds, the soundtrack is the typical creepy house high piano notes that one would imagine. The genius of
the sound design lies outside of the soundtrack. There are countless footsteps, glass breaking, metal shifting, bumps just off
screen that happen simply while walking around. When solving a puzzle, there is often a sound that indicates a change in
something in the environment as a direct consequence of solving the puzzle. Every little item and insect and board and danger
makes some sort of goosebumps raising sound.

Overall

              Witch’s House MV finds a way to be simple in idea and absolutely nail the execution of that idea. It is thrilling, heart
racing, unnerving and some what sickening. It compels the player to continue to the end, to understand what happened. To
understand the madness of that house. Gorgeous and intelligently built, Witch’s House MV makes the player question every
decision, every action, every step they take. And it is an absolute blast going through it all.. There should some achievements in
this game.. video

https:\/\/youtu.be\/yCRfejycO5c

https:\/\/youtu.be\/7TE3oAG8Hw4

https:\/\/youtu.be\/oLR4T4UngUQ. Upside:
Pr\u00e4sentation is good it develops a mood quickly and the engine works solid.
Movement is good, i never got stuck. Some of the enemies have interesting behaviour.

Downside:
Bad balancing makes into bad gameplay. Another single developer is his own best gametester.
Levels are crowdet with bullet-spongy enmies but the weapons are underpowered.
Still the game intends you to go in the middle of the action with only limit range weapons
and temporary kill - damage bonus. That would be neat, if the weapons could deliver a punch.
Each ammo pickup refills 100% ??? So you are forced to avoid them or waste alot.
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It does not help that you are expected to do a 100% cleanup job to leave the level.
Theres a lot of potntial so i hope there will go some more balancing into it.
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